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Helping around the home 

Here are some products that  you may find useful to help you around 

the home with day to day tasks.  This is a selection of products that 

we stock and can be purchased either in store or ordered for home 

delivery.  If there are any products that you would find useful but do 

not see below please contact us and we will endeavor to find these 

for you. 

76 Stafford Street 

Willenhall 

West Midlands 

WV13 1RT 

Phone: 01902 410044 

Fax: 01902 410410 

E-mail: sales@ccscentral.co.uk 

www.completecareonline.co.uk 

Kettle Tippers 

 

Standard Kettle Tipper 

 

Jug Kettle Tipper 

 

These kettle tippers are particularly useful if 

you suffer from weak or painful grips.  The 

platform tilts, enabling water to be poured 

safely and with hardly any effort. 

Telephones 

PowerPlus Jumbo Button Telephone 

 

A very user friendly telephone with large digits for people with eyesight prob-

lems, or those who find ordinary phone button too difficult to use.  Features 

include 3 one touch memory, 10 two touch memory, 2 way speaker phone, 

LED incoming call indicator, flash function, music on hold, last number redial, 

receiver volume control and is desk/wall mountable. 

 

Photocall Photo Memory Button Telephone 

 

This easy to use telephone allows you to store the numbers you need 

most to keys with a photograph for that person/number, allowing you to 

dial the person you need easily.  Features include hands free function, 9 

one touch picture speed dials, flash function, last number redial and mute 

function.  Currently only available in Black. 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower)

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower)

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower)
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Eating & Drinking 

Plate Surround 

 

This flexible guard can be fitted to ordinary plates to assist with one 

handed eating.  Attach to the rim to create a high inward sloping face to 

help with food collection and spillage. 

 

 

 

Bedside Jug, Beaker and Tray Set 

 

Beaker 280ml, Jug 1000ml with lid and Tray. 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 

 

Queens Cutlery 

 

One handed, angled stainless steel utensils mounted in a built-

up plastic handle for those with weak or restricted grip.  Hy-

gienically sealed, easy to clean and dishwasher safe. Fork and 

Knife available right or left handed. 

 

Fork 

Spoon  

Knife 

SET OF ALL 3 

 

 

Drinking/Feeder Beakers 

 

Ideal for those with restricted hand use or co-ordination.  Helps prevent 

spillages whilst drinking.  Comes with or without handles and a choice of a 

narrow or wide spout lid. 

 

 

4 in 1 Jar & Bottle opener 

 

Opens bottles and jars of 4 

different sizes.  Soft        

rubberised finish. 

 

 

 

Multi-Opener 

 

This useful tool combines the 

easy opening of aluminium can 

tabs, as well as twist re-sealable 

and pressure sealed bottle caps. 

  

 (it will be difficult to find lower) 
Price on asking 

 
 (it will be difficult to find lower)

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower)

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower)

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower)

Price on asking 
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Dycem non-slip mats 

 

These mats effectively grip items in place, preventing any movement or 

spillage.  They have a wide range of uses and are available in a variety of 

shapes, sizes and colours. 

 

Round Mat 14cm Diameter  Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower)
Round Mat 19cm Diameter 
Rectangular Mat 25cm x 18cm 

Rectangular Mat 35cm x 25cm 

Dycem non-slip reel 

 

Non-slip material for use on a variety of surfaces to help stabilise and 

prevent movement of plates, cups bowls etc.  Can be purchased whole 

or we can cut to size for you (no charge for measuring and cutting.  

Width 40cm Length 200cm. 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 

Freehand tray & non-slip mat 

 

This tray and its content can be carried with just one hand.  The extra 

low centre of gravity and non-slip surface reduce the risk off sliding and 

spillage, even when the tray is held at an angle.  The tray is large 

enough to carry a full size meal and the handle is removable for easy 

storage. 

 
Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 

Scoop Plate/Dish 

 

Low front and high back plastic dish that is ideal for people who have difficulty 

eating or have the use of only one hand.  Microwave and dishwasher safe. 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower)
 

 

 

Power Grip Opener 

Opens jars and lids in seconds.  Easy to use, Non-Slip Belt, Opens all 
size jars and lids without straining or struggling 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 
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Napkleen Disposable Stick-On Bibs 

 

Disposable stick-on bib that quickly and easily protects clothing from drips and 

spills.  Easy on and off these bibs stay in place with no movement or tangles.  Re-

duces laundry costs, saves time and are cost effective.  They are instantly absor-

bent, water resistant and even have a crumb catcher!  Pack of 50 sheets. 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 
 

 

Tartan Bibs - Standard and Plus 

 

Comfortable protection with easy fit popper fastening.  Tartan Bib Plus is a 

heavy duty bib with an absorbent inner pad giving extra protection. 

 

Standard                      Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 
Plus  

 

Handsfree Magnifier with Neck Cord 

 

This magnifier hangs from the neck with the base resting against the body.  

The lens is ideal for close work and reading as it has a high central            

magnification area. 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 
 

 

Handy Reachers 

 

Available as a standard or in a folding version that can be folded in the centre 

for easy storage and transportation.  These will help you dress, draw curtains 

or pick up various objects from the floor or shelves. 

 

Standard                    Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 
Folding 

 

 

Height Adjustable Folding Walking Stick 

 

These walking sticks are lightweight yet strong and robust.  They easily 

fold down to a small size and are height adjustable from 33” to 37”.          

Includes a rubber foot grip and an anodized aluminium shaft. 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 
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Pill/Tablet Crusher 

 

Using a simple screw action, these handy devices crush uncoated pills into a 

powder ideal for mixing in a drink or putting in food. 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 
 

 

Pill/Tablet Cutter 

 

These pill cutters easily divide pills and vitamins for accurate reduced dosage and 

easier swallowing. 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 

Blister Pack Pill Popper 

 

Getting your medication out of the blister packaging can be quite fiddly.  This 

needn't be a problem any more thanks to this handy plastic pill popper.    

Simply put the tablet you wish to take over the oval hole and push down on 

the lever. Works on most size blister packs. 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 

7 Day Pillbox Organiser 

 

4 boxes per day, daily trays are removable. 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 
 

 

Electronic Pillbox Organiser 

 

Electronic pillbox with timer and alarm.  Has two compartments and is easy to use.  

Battery included. 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 

 

Digital Thermometer 

 

Digital thermometer with LCD display, fever alarm and beeper.  Fast 1    mi-

nute read out with dependable accuracy to +/- 0.1 degrees centigrade. 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 
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Button Hook Helper 

 

This button helper with its non-slip handle and stainless steel hook is ideal to 

assist with one handed dressing, or anyone that struggles with small       

buttons. 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 
 

 

Universal Grip Turner 

 

This is a handy tool that makes it easier to turn knobs and keys thanks to its 

ergonomic design.  The hexagonal rods fit around the shape of the knobs to  

provide extra leverage.  

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 

 

Foldaway Key Turner 

 

These key turners hold up to 2 keys and have a large handle to assist turn-

ing.  Keys fold back in towards handle when not in use. 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 
 

 

Plug Removers 

 

These plug removers are ideal for people with arthritis or weaker hands, 

making it much easier to remove plugs from their sockets.  Made from 

plastic these attachments are easy to fit.  Pack of 5. 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 
 

 

Rayovac Hearing Aid Batteries 

 

These batteries come in packs of 6 and are available in size 13 and 312.  If you require 

a different size please contact us and we will endeavour to supply them to you. 

 

 

Price on asking (it will be difficult to find lower) 

If there are any products you would like that you don’t see on these pages please contact us and we will try to 
provide them for you.  Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and while every effort has been made to       
represent the actual product as closely as possible there may be slight variations to the images shown. 


